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CONCEPT
Belt and Road initiative is one of a kind, connectivity network project started by China. It is an
ambitious venture to connect Asia with Africa and Europe via land and maritime network. There is
no other example of such a vast scale project in modern times. It’s significant not only for China but
all the other states which are partners in this project. Since the announcement of this idea by president
Xi Jinping in 2013, more and more states have shown interest in being a part of this plan. Chine
presented BRI as an open arrangement in which all the countries are welcome to participate. This is
a game-changer that every state in this region wants to benefit from.
For this project to achieve its maximum capacity, it is imperative to increase people to people contact
among the member states. The Euro-Asian region is home to various culturally distinctive groups.
Their lifestyle, believes, cultural norms and values all vary from one another. In the past, there has
been a lack of integration among the states of this region mainly due to the lack of road connectivity.
But once the road and highways are constructed and the traffic begins on these routes people are
bound to come face to face with each other. This sudden exposure can be dangerous. To avoid any
mishaps in the future the people of these areas need to be accustomed to one another. They should be
aware of the norms and values of the participant nations and how they live their lives.
This is where the media of the BRI states can play a vital role. Media is the medium that has the most
influence in shaping the minds of the people in modern times. But unfortunately, till now media has
been mostly left out of the loop. This has caused a lack of awareness of these projects among the
common people. The high officials and the ones directly involved in different projects are aware but
what about the common man who is going to experiences the changes by this program first hand. For
that first, the media of these partner states need to be updated.
Another issue this conference aims to tackle is the lack of reliable data available on the internet
regarding these projects. It is a known fact that most of the data available on the internet are generated
by western sources, which has propagated against BRI by presenting distorted facts since it was
announced. This gap between the available data and the actual facts and figures can also be curtailed
through such conferences and events.
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Pakistan has had zero connectivity with the states and people of this region in the past. Now with BRI
and its flagship projects like CPEC, Pakistan has been presented with a chance to establish a new
relationship with this region and it wants to benefit maximum from this opportunity. This conference
will be a first step towards building a lucrative relation among Pakistan and other partner states of
BRI. Not only this but such events can be very fruitful in presenting the true positive image of this
project to the world.
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DETAILS OF THE INTERNATIONAL VISITING DELEGATES
China

Dr. Hunag Chu-xin - Deputy Director General & General Secretary, New Media Research
Center, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), Beijing
Belarus

Mr. Uladzislau Sychevich – Journalist, “Belarus Today” in Minsk.

Azerbaijan

Mr. Shahin Jafarov - Senior Correspondent, Azerbaijan State News Agency, Baku.
Sri Lanka

Mr. Noorul Ameen Izzadeen - Deputy Editor of Sunday Times (Sri Lanka), Colombo
Tajikistan

Mr. Qanoatullo Saifulloev - “Khovar” News agency, Dushanbe, Tajikistan.
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Uzbekistan

Mr. Ismailov Muzaffar - Chief Editor, UZREPORT, Tashkent
Kyrgyz Republic

Mr. Adilet Adenisov - Expert from President Press Service, Bishkek.
Iran

Ambassador Akbar Gasemi - Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Iran
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DAY 1 – 16th December 2019
Visit to Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Government of Pakistan

The international delegates visited Pakistan for the "Cross-Regional Media Fusion among Belt
and Road partners" conference, organized by CGSS. The delegates were taken to a visit to the
ministry of information and broadcasting with CGSS team members to attend a meeting with
officials from the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting ,Islamabad.
The meeting has started with the Introductions of international delegates and brief
introductions of PTV and APP. Mr. Khawar Azhar, Head of marketing and content, PTV
presented a detailed Presentation on PTV and its ventures across Pakistan and globally. He
told the delegates about
PTV's importance in the country where it is the only Flagship channel of Pakistan. He also
commented on the PTV Academy, which is the only academy one of its kind in Pakistan. It has
10 channels operating throughout the country serving different purposes.
Mr. Tariq Mehmood Managing Director APP briefed the delegates about APP and said that
the APP is the only state media agency with a wide network of corresponding networks
nationally and internationally.
Further, he discussed the importance of Electronic media, social media and print media to
attain maximum results for transparent information. He briefed the delegates about APP's
activities and the mechanism of how 30,000 news content being released monthly. And the
development of software to reach more people and more countries through Media channels.
Mr.Tariq Mehmood explained the Role of media in the BRI initiative, he also suggested that
to strengthen the bilateral and multilateral relations with the countries ,News in their
respective countries
8

in their respective languages through our platform. The delegation was led by Major General
Hafiz Masroor Ahmed- Vice President, CGSS
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Visit to CPEC - Center of Excellence (Ministry of Planning)

The international delegates from Belt and Road countries visited CPEC - Center of Excellence
(Ministry of Planning) with CGSS team members. Mr. Liaqat Shah- Executive Director, CPEC,
Center of Excellence briefed the delegates about the CPEC project and its several initiatives
across Pakistan. He explained the delegates about the entire CPEC route and areas where it
has contributed. The delegation was led by Major General Hafiz Masroor Ahmed- Vice
President, CGSS.

He explained that since its inception in 2013, the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor has
been growing in leaps and bounds. The multibillion-dollar project has become partially
operational after successfully completing its initial planning process (2013–2015) and most
of the official first phase (2015–2020). The year 2020 is going to be remarkable for CPEC.
The project is set to take shape by 2020 and will start boosting economic growth.
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CPEC is a massive project of the Belt and Road Initiative that covers China’s Xinjiang region
and the whole territory of Pakistan different parts of Punjab, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa,
Baluchistan, Sindh, Azad Kashmir, and Gilgit-Baltistan. The key areas of development and
cooperation include transport, industries, network infrastructure, energy, agriculture,
poverty eradication, tourism, and financial collaborations.
This unique project of connectivity aims at ensuring smooth trade flow and unparalleled
economic growth for Pakistan, China and other regional countries. In this regard, significant
work has been done in the sectors of energy . China already has the world’s largest transport
system and is now helping its neighbors in the development of an extended and modern
system of transport.
He also discussed how CPEC has resulted in improving the infrastructure of Pakistan. The
session was continued with an interactive question answer session with the delegates in
which connectivity and bilateral ties were discussed.
He further elaborated that CPEC is soon going to enter the second phase of development,
which is more focused on industrialization and socioeconomic growth. Each
passing year in the diary of CPEC is challenging but also more rewarding at the same time.
Upon the completion of the second phase, both countries will be socially and economically
viable. And important for the people to people contact.
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Visit to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Government of Pakistan

The international delegates were taken to a visit to the ministry of Foreign Affairs for a
briefing about the CPEC project and its various initiatives in the country by CGSS team
. The delegation was led by Major General Hafiz Masroor Ahmed- Vice President, CGSS. Mr.
Mudasir Tipu - Director General China, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Islamabad, briefed the
delegates and commented on the importance of CPEC in the belt and road initiative. Further
he talked about the various highways and improved infrastructure of Pakistan under the
CEPEC project . He highlighted that news agencies of Pakistan and the BRI partners play a
pivot role to enhance the cultural connectivity. The phases of CPEC were also discussed in
which long term and short term projects were highlighted.
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Visit to Center for Global and Strategic Studies (CGSS), Islamabad

International delegates from Belt and Road countries visited Center for Global and Strategic
Studies. They were welcomed by Maj Gen Khalid Amir Jaffery, HI (M), and (Retd) - President
CGSS and Maj Gen Hafiz Masroor Ahmed, (Retd) Vice President CGSS.
The delegates were presented with a briefing about CGSS. Lt Col Khalid Taimur Akram (Retd),
Executive Director CGSS, discussed the various conferences, round table sessions and visits
organized by CGSS. Delegates were also informed about the diverse research and analytical
publications by CGSS.
The session ended with an interactive session where international guests appreciated and
praised CGSS for its role in strengthening ties with Central Asian countries.
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Dinner hosted in the Honor of the visiting delegates by Center for Global and
Strategic Studies (CGSS), Islamabad

On 16th December 2019, Major General Syed Khalid Amir Jafferz y HI(M), (Retd) – President
CGSS hosted a dinner for the visiting delegates from Azerbaijan, Belarus, China, Iran, Kyrgyz
Republic, Sri Lanka, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan and the Ambassadors stationed at Islamabad.
The dinner was hosted at Islamabad Club. The participants applauded and appreciated the
efforts of CGSS in organizing such an event and gathering all under one roof. The participants
were off the view that such events must also be organized in the future also. The dinner was
also attended by prominent media personalities of Pakistan.
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DAY TWO – 17th DECEMBER 2019
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
“Cross Regional Media Fusion among the Belt and Road Partners”
Center for Global & Strategic Studies (CGSS), Islamabad organized an International
Conference on “Cross-Regional Media Fusion among the Belt and Road Partners” on 17th
December 2019, at Hotel Margalla, Islamabad. Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan - Special Assistant to
the Prime Minister on Information & Broadcasting was the Chief Guest of the occasion. The
aim of the Conference was to bring the media of the partner states of BRI at one platform
where they can create awareness regarding the latest developments of the BRI projects. For
the subject Conference, CGSS invited prominent personalities, related to media from China,
Iran, Belarus, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Sri Lanka.
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Introduction of Speakers
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Ms. Pang Chunxue, Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy of the People’s Republic of
China, Islamabad



Mr. Ismailov Muzaffar, Chief Editor, UzReport, Tashkent



Mr. Shahin Jafarov, Senior Correspondent, Azerbaijan State News Agency, Baku



Mr. Asad Inam, CEO, Communication Spot (PVT) Ltd.



Mr. Uladzislau Sychevich, Journalist, Publishing House “Belarus Today” Minsk



Ambassador Akbar Gasemi-Senior Expert, Center for Political and International
Studies, Iran



Mr. Mudassar Tipu, Director General China, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Islamabad



Dr. Moeed Yusuf, Chairperson Strategic Policy Planning Cell (SPPC), Prime Minister
Secretariat, Islamabad



Dr. Hunag Chu-xin, Deputy Director General & General Secretary, New Media
Research Center, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), Beijing



Mr. Noorul Ameen Izzadeen, Deputy Editor, the Sunday Times, Colombo, Sri Lanka



MR. Adilet Adenisov, Expert-President Press Service, Bishkek



Mr. Qanoatullo Saifulloev, Khovar News Agency, Dushanbe, Tajikistan



Mr. Saeed Javed, Director General External Publicity Wing, Ministry of Information
and Broadcasting, Islamabad.
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Profiles of the Speakers

Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan - Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on Information
& Broadcasting
Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan is a Pakistani politician from Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf. She is currently serving as Special Assistant to
the Prime Minister for Information and Broadcasting, in office
since 18 April 2019. Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan attended Fatima
Jinnah Medical University for her medical degree, MBBS. She
started her career from Sir Ganga Ram Hospital (Pakistan). Ms.
Awan took interest in social works and started Society for Health and Development Exchange
(SHADE) in the early 1990s for public welfare. She started her political career in 1990 when
she founded the Society for Health and Development and Exchange and advocated for
improving the healthcare system. In 2002 she was elected to the National Assembly.

Ms. Pang Chunxue, Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy of the People’s Republic
of China, Islamabad
Ms. Pang Chunxue, is the Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy
of the People’s Republic of China, Islamabad.
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Mr. Ismailov Muzaffar, Chief Editor, UzReport, Tashkent.
Mr. Ismailov Muzaffar is the Chief Editor of UZREPORT, Tashkent
which is one of the recognized leaders in the information market of
Uzbekistan. It is a private non-governmental news channel in
Uzbekistan. The channel began broadcasting April 28, 2014.

Mr. Shahin Jafarov, Senior Correspondent, Azerbaijan State News Agency, Baku
Mr. Shahin Jafarov holds a Master's degree in Journalism from Baku
State University and is currently working as Senior Correspondent
in Azerbaijan State News Agency, Baku. He has the experience of
working as Head of the news department, political news section,
foreign news desk, and senior correspondent.

Mr. Asad Inam, CEO, Communication Spot (PVT) Ltd.
Mr. Asad Inam holds a Master’s Degree in Journalism and a
diploma in digital media. He is currently working as CEO of the
Communication Spot. He is a young entrepreneur and expert in
advertising and media trends.
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Mr. Uladzislau Sychevich, Journalist, Publishing House “Belarus Today” Minsk.
Mr. Uladzislau Sychevich is one of the most renowned
journalists in Belarus and is working for a leading publishing
house “Belarus Today” in Minsk. He previously also served as
Spokesman for the Prime Minister of Belarus.

Ambassador Akbar Gasemi-Senior Expert, Center for Political and
International Studies, Iran
Ambassador Akbar Gasemi is a diplomat from the Islamic
Republic of Iran. Previously, he served as Ambassador to
Ukraine. Currently, he is working at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Iran.

Mr. Mudassar Tipu, Director-General China, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Islamabad

Mr. Mudassar Tipu is Director-General China, he operates all
matters related to China in the Foreign Ministry of Pakistan. He
overlooks the complete desk of China and its various
departments.
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Dr. Moeed Yusuf, Chairperson Strategic Policy Planning Cell (SPPC), Prime
Minister Secretariat, Islamabad.
Dr. Moeed Yusuf is a renowned author and expert in
international affairs who assumed the charge as Strategic
Policy Planning Cell (SPPC) chairman under the National
Security Division (NSD). On September 26, Dr. Moeed Yusuf
was appointed as SPPC chairman. Dr. Yusuf holds a Masters
degree in International Relations and Ph.D. in Political Science
from Boston University, Dr. Moeed Yusuf has served as the Associate Vice-President at the
United States Institute of Peace (USIP). Dr. Moeed has been engaged with USIP since 2010.
Before joining USIP, he was a research fellow at the Frederick S Padree Centre for the study
of the longer-range future at the Padree School of Global Studies at Boston University’s
Political Science Department. Dr. Moeed taught in Boston University’s Political Science
Department as a senior teaching fellow in 2009. He has delivered lectures regularly at the US
State Department’s Foreign Service Institute and Nato’s Centre of Excellence Defence against
terrorism in Ankara, Turkey. He has also delivered lectures at the Pakistan Military Staff
College.

Dr. Hunag Chu-xin, Deputy Director General & General Secretary, New Media
Research Center, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), Beijing
Dr. Hunag Chu-xin is the Deputy Director General & General
Secretary, New Media Research Center, Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences (CASS), Beijing which is the premier,
comprehensive national academic research organization in the
People's Republic of China for the study in the fields of
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philosophy and social sciences, with the obligation of advancing and innovating in the
scientific research of philosophy, social sciences and policies.

Mr. Noorul Ameen Izzadeen, Deputy Editor, the Sunday Times, Colombo, Sri
Lanka
Noorul Ameen Izzadeen is the Deputy Editor of Sunday Times (Sri
Lanka) and also works as a columnist for Daily Mirror (Sri Lanka).
He is also a Lecturer of journalism and international affairs and
social justice activist. He began his career in journalism as a subeditor in the now-defunct Sun/Weekend newspaper group in
Colombo in 1986. He joined the Sunday Times in 1988 as a subeditor. His specialties are political analyses, international affairs, effective editing, and
editorial administration. He has a Master’s degree in International Relations from the
University of Colombo and a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Peradeniya. In
addition, he also holds a Diploma in International Relations from the Bandaranaike Centre
for International Studies in Colombo.

Mr. Adilet Adenisov, Expert-President Press Service, Bishkek
Mr. Adilet Adenisov has vast experience in the field of media and
information and is an expert from President Press Service, Bishkek.
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Mr. Qanoatullo Saifulloev, Khovar News Agency, Dushanbe, Tajikistan
Mr. Qanoatullo Saifulloev is a media expert from Tajikistan who is
currently working for “Khovar” which is the official state-run news
agency of Tajikistan. He has years of experience in the media field.

Mr. Saeed Javed, Director General External Publicity Wing, Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting, Islamabad
Mr. Saeed Javed is the DG External Publicity Wing that deals with
all the international media and publicity of Pakistan on a global and
national level. Mr. Saeed handles all matters related to the External
Publicity Wing.
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Session 1

Opening Remarks by Major General Syed Khalid Amir Jaffery HI (M), (Retd)President CGSS

Major General Syed Khalid Amir Jaffery HI(M), (Retd)
started his speech by mentioning that Belt and Road initiative
is a comprehensive and innovative project, to promote
connectivity, multilateral cooperation, cultural integration,
financial collaboration, and academic exchanges to increase
links between Belt and Road countries. It is an ambitious
venture to connect Asia with Africa and Europe via land and
maritime networks. In the contemporary era, there is no other example of such a vast scale
project. Its significance is evident not only for China but all the other partner states. Since the
announcement of this idea by President Xi Jinping in 2013, numerous states have shown
interest in being a part of this plan.
He further stated that the policy of containment of China was apparently the catalyst which
gave impetus to the idea, and the very announcement of this concept achieved the objective.
Undoubtedly, such an idea creates riffles in the established order and there is bound to be a
reaction when a new economic order is created, that has geopolitical effects. We have seen
negative publicity and propaganda regarding the project, which appears in the international
media from time to time. To allay misperception which may result consequently, the single
most important factor remains the media. The media can also play a vital role in educating
the people of the affected countries regarding the benefits of the project, media is a vital
medium to influence and shape the minds.
23

In this background “Belt and Road News Network” (BRNN) has been established by media
organizations from states and regions involved in the BRI initiative aiming to strengthen
understanding, friendship and cooperation, and forms a standardized mechanism for
collaboration to achieve shared growth through discussion and media fusion. Basically, this
is a consortium of media association of Belt and Road partner States to build an open and
cooperative platform.
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While discussing the benefit of the BRNN organization, he argued that the BRNN is committed
to creating a platform for exchange and cooperation among media organizations,
establishing an operational mechanism, and boosting project association. This is where the
media of the BRI states can play a vital role. Unfortunately, till now media has been mostly
left out of the loop and the same is the case with Pakistan. This has caused a lack of awareness
of these projects among the common people. Officials and the ones directly involved in
different projects are aware of the project but the common man will acquire information and
awareness through the media channel. In this regard, the media of these partner states need
to be updated. This media forum aims to tackle the issue of inadequate and unreliable data
available on the internet regarding BRI projects.
Moreover, Syed Khalid Amir Jaffery indicated that Pakistan had less connectivity with the
states and people of this region in the past. Now with BRI and its flagship projects like CPEC,
Pakistan has been presented with a chance to establish a new relationship with this region
and it wants to benefit maximum from this opportunity. This conference will be a step
towards building a rewarding relation connecting Pakistan and other partner states of BRI.
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Not only this but such events can be very fruitful in presenting the true positive image of this
project to the world.
BRI promotes closer ties between countries through development-led trade growth which
requires a massive infrastructure construction Programme complemented by bilateral
commitments covering trade and investment.
Media organizations are an important link to enhance understanding and friendship among
people from different countries, inviting the participants to carry out in-depth
communication, share their experiences and promote practical cooperation in their
profession. Aimed at strengthening ties between media outlets from countries involved in the
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).
Since BRNN has been launched, a total number of 194 media organizations from 94 countries
have become official members of the BRNN. The participants from various states in the BRI
follow the Silk Road spirit of peace and cooperation, openness and inclusiveness, mutual
learning and mutual benefit to turn it into a road of peace, prosperity, openness, green
development and innovation and a path that brings together different civilizations.
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Pakistani media is expected to establish a long-term steady mechanism for news co-operation
with other states media associations to spread its cultural uniqueness, opportunities for
business, beauty to attract the tourists as well.
While concluding his remarks, Syed Khalid Amir Jaffery acknowledged that media fusion will
also support media organizations to exchange page layout, channels and time frames between
one another to develop new forms of business and new technologies to jointly cope with the
challenge of media transformation. For this purpose, the Cross Regional media fusion
platform is imperative to increase people to people contact among the member states.
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Address By
Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan- Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on
Information & Broadcasting (Chief Guest)

Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan started her speech while
mentioning the vision of President Xi Jin Ping of Belt
and Road Initiative and said that this is one of the
projects that is a significant and innovative initiative
that amalgamate the international community for
shared interests. This project is the base for the
emergence of a new era of connectivity of the member

countries which will bridge the gap between the North and South region. The second phase
of the CPEC will be emphasized on industrial and agriculture cooperation, socio-economic
development, and technical training with the highest level of transparency, efficiency, and
effectiveness.
CPEC is reshaping the geo-economic landscape and it is one of the sources of prosperity, not
only in Pakistan but also for the entire region based on the idea of shared development, the
revival of new “Silk Road” brings a new period of hope and break of a new dawn.
Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan further explained that BRI expands the vision of the Chinese
President for the betterment of the people and overall socio-economic welfare. She mentioned
that the Prime Minister of Pakistan, Imran Khan during his visit to Gawadar earlier this year
has announced the 65 billion Rupees for zob-khuslak section of western route, 17 billion
Rupees for the project for transmission line for Makran coast, 23 billion for the Gawadar
international airport, hospital as well as for vocational institutes. The Chinese government is
also investing $1 billion in the socio-economic sector within two years. The Chinese
government also offers 20,000 scholarships for Pakistani students and aimed to construct
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approximately 1000 schools in the small areas of the country. This shows that the scope of
CPEC has been broadened to benefit the people of Pakistan.
Recently, a 300 MW coal power plant in Gawadar has been inaugurated. The 9th Joint
Committee meeting of CPEC held in November this year in which the Multan-Sukkar
motorway of the eastern corridor was inaugurated. The approved Gawadar master plan and
joint project financing groups were formed to tackle the crucial M1 project which sheds light
on the commitment of Pakistan to fast track the implementation of projects under CPEC.
During this year some false perception regarding the CPEC project has been intentionally
created in the segments of media and community that propagated that the government of
Pakistan is making hurdles in the way of CPEC implementation.
Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan emphasized on the particular point that the media can play a vital
role in presenting the true image of the government of Pakistan and to tell the citizens as well
as the international community that to what extent the government is keen to implement the
project for the economic stability, social progress and development of the nation and creating
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connectivity between the two countries as well as with the entire region. Such a conference
is spreading the message that China and Pakistan are not only economic and strategic
partners but their friendship is “high like the Himalayas and deeper than the Oceans” for
mutual prosperity and shared interests.

Speaker 1:
Ms. Pang Chunxue, Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy of the People’s Republic
of China, Islamabad

Topic: Significance of Media Connectivity amongst the Belt and Road Partners
Her Excellency, Ms. Pang Chunxue, The Deputy Chief of Mission started her speech by
mentioning that the year 2019 is about to end, most of the people observe more turbulence,
confrontation and mounting challenges in international relations and multilateralism to
unilateralism, protectionism has seen on the rise and the world is under the threat of power
politics. In this context, the future of the region is based on the cooperation which can take
place among the countries. This requires multilateralism rather than unilateralism, openness
rather than isolation.
Focusing on China’s role, Ms. Pang Chunxue was of her view that the role of China building
the connectivity among countries is remarkable, within the past few years China has become
30

the engine of the world economic growth, inclusiveness, and openness which bring more
opportunities for shared development among the partners. China has worked for the building
of a new model of win-win cooperation and mutual respect. China has faced massive
pressure and confrontation from a few countries but China consciously rejects the cold war
mentality and power politics.
Further, she said that China advocates fairness and justice in the world. China has pursued
peaceful diplomacy and cooperation in a proactive manner aiming at building a new future
for mankind. In a nutshell, China seeks peace and stability is the need of the time. In this
regard, the Belt and Road initiative proposed by visionary Chinese President Xi Jin Ping is a
significant approach for realizing this goal. Six years since its inception the BRI has received
strong endorsement and support from the international community. A total of 127 countries
and 30 international organizations have signed 197 BRI documents.

Shedding lights on the economic benefits of BRI, Ms. Pang Chunxue argued that the total
trade volume of over $ 6 billion has achieved so far. The investment has reached the amount
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of $ 80 billion among the BRI partners. The latest report of the World Bank suggests that this
cooperation will cut the coast of global trade by 1.1 to 2.4%. Among the partners, we have
seen many tangible outcomes from the BRI initiative. Kazakhstan, being the world's largest
landlocked country has gained access to the pacific region, Belarus, as well as Sri Lanka, is
attaining prosperity through this visionary initiative.
The Chinese government is fully supportive and they generated capacity and completed
energy projects which will contribute 30% of Pakistan’s total energy requirement. The CPEC
has created more than 75000 jobs and transportation projects such as Sukkar motorway have
created 29000 local jobs. Further CPEC is expected to create 2.3 million jobs from 2015 to
2030 and will boost Pakistan’s annual economic growth rate by 2 to 2.5% hopefully.

While appreciating the efforts of Pakistan, Ms. Chunxue stated that the government of
Pakistan has taken the CPEC project as the major platform for bilateral cooperation. The
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is the pilot project under BRI. The Prime Minister
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of Pakistan, Imran Khan has termed CPEC as the top priority of Pakistan’s government. The
next phase of the development of CPEC will continue to advance infrastructure, focus on
people’s livelihood and other regional connectivity projects for collaboration and many
countries have expressed their interests in this regard.
The success of BRI has empowered the region through cooperation also gives China more
confidence in promoting ties in a more solid way. China is looking for higher quality
development of BRI in the region through high standards, people-centric, and a substantial
approach.
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While concluding her speech she advocated that the media sector especially the regional
media sector has played a positive and constructive role in the progress of BRI. The platform
of media will contribute to the enabling environment for exploring more options of
connectivity both in a hard and soft way. In media Cooperation, we are facing some
challenges of dominance from some segments. Moreover, these issues should be resolved by
our joint efforts. Such a conference will give a medium to streamline media and further
expand further collaboration through news sharing, information and to voice their thoughts
in a positive manner.
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Speaker: 2
Mr. Ismailov Muzaffar, Chief Editor, UzReport, Tashkent.

Topic: Regional Initiative; Uzbekistan’s new Strategy of Development through
Media Integration
Mr. Ismailov Muzaffar, Chief Editor, UZreport, Tashkent, started his speech by indicating that
UzReport, is the first private news channel in the Republic of Uzbekistan. In the era of today's
globalization, a variety of forms of communication is growing. The main task of the media in
this age is to convey to the world and the public fast, and most importantly, correct
information. As the media industry grows, people engaged in this direction enjoy more and
more new opportunities. Meanwhile, the responsibility of people working in this field has
also increased.
The Republic of Uzbekistan also pays particular attention to this direction. Over the past 3 to
4 years, a number of foreign media, as well as international organizations, such as the
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) have appreciated the reforms
of our country in the field of freedom of speech. The legislation in the area of mass media
has been significantly strengthened in recent years, bloggers and private media have felt the
support of the state, and began to actively inform the public about the existing problems,
which, in the end, should help to solve them.
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In this direction, Mr. Ismailov Muzaffar, highlighted the Priority directions of the country's
development until 2021, which were approved by the head of state of Azerbaijan. The first
direction concerns the media, strengthening the role of civil society institutions and the
media, as well as protecting the professional activities of journalists. In his recent speech,
President of Azerbaijan, Mr. Shavkat Mirziyoyev called the media "a mirror that reflects the
work of authorities," noting that officials have forgotten to keep up appearances, which, in
turn, is reflected by the media.
While talking about the connectivity, Mr. Ismailov Muzaffar, argued that the Internet has
proved the most convenient tool to deliver information continues its penetration into our
lives. Currently, there are more than 400 news websites and information portals in the “Uz
domain”, most of them also operate in foreign languages. A new creative generation “Internet
journalists” are being formed in this sphere.

He further stated that the head of Azerbaijan State clearly described the qualities of a real
journalist. According to the President, real journalists are representatives of this profession,
who boldly raise issues aimed at eliminating various barriers to development, primarily such
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negative manifestations as bureaucracy, indifference, extortion, corruption, for whom the
duty and meaning of life is the formation of public opinion, irreconcilable to such vices.
Mr. Ismailov Muzaffar, further said that everyone is well aware that this requires not only
professional knowledge and skills, life experience, a sense of responsibility for their word, but
at the same time a strong civic position and spiritual courage. That is why the head of
Azerbaijan State is making a lot of effort to create even wider opportunities from the
legislative, logistical, educational and methodological points of view. With the development
of the industry, a single question becomes relevant to the public that what information should
we believe?
Mr. Ismailov Muzaffar claimed that the main task of journalists is to convey to the public only
truthful, correct and fair information. The Belt and Road Initiative, which covers a huge list
of directions, their agency has managed to establish a number of friendly and partnership
relations
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with other members of this alliance, in particular, with companies from Armenia, Nepal, and
China particularly.
He concluded his speech by asserting that the main objective of our conference today is to
bridge the gap between regional media. This is the third time we are attending the sessions of
this initiative, since it was first launched, and each time we return home with new ideas, new
knowledge, and most importantly, new partners. And at least for this, we would like to express
our gratitude to the organizers of the initiative for the opportunity.
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Speaker: 3
Mr. Shahin Jafarov, Senior Correspondent, Azerbaijan State News Agency,
Baku

Topic: The Significance of Baku Port Highlighting through the Fusion of Media
Industry
Mr. Shahin Jafarov, Senior Correspondent, Azerbaijan State News Agency, Baku, began his
speech while mentioning that the Republic of Azerbaijan is a country in the South Caucasus
region of Eurasia at the crossroads of Eastern Europe and Western Asia. The Azerbaijan
Democratic Republic proclaimed its independence in 1918 and became the first secular
democratic Muslim-majority state.
Mr. Shahin Jafarov was of the view that the History of Azerbaijani media and press has several
stages. The history of the first Azerbaijani media dates back to 1875 when "Akinchi" (The
Cultivator) newspaper was first published in the Azerbaijani language. The second stage in
the development of the national press was during the Democratic Republic of Azerbaijan. The
government adopted rules about the modernization of the press and printed media in general.
Approximately 100 newspapers and journals were published at the time. The Azerbaijan State
News Agency “AZERTAC” is also the legacy of the Democratic Republic of Azerbaijan.
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The next stage of media is the Radio broadcasting began in Azerbaijan since the creation of
the first commercial broadcast station on November 6, 1926. On that day, the words “Speaks
Baku” were heard from radio loudspeakers. Azerbaijan Television (AzTV) is a state-controlled
national television channel in Azerbaijan. It is the oldest television channel in the country,
having the first broadcast from Baku on 14th February 1956.
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Mr. Shahin Jafarov further mentioned that AZERTAC was established on 1st March 1920.
Along with the official government information, AZERTAC wrote in Azerbaijani, English,
Russian, French, German, Arabic, Chinese and Spanish languages covering all spheres of life
including politics, economy, culture, sports, health, environment and others. AZERTAC has
cooperation agreements with more than 30 foreign news agencies. It has 22 bureaus in
different countries, including China, Central Asia, Russia, Europe, and the US. AZERTAC is
one of the rare media organizations acting in the Asian and European media sectors. A prime
example of this, in 2004, AZERTAC joined the Organization of Asia-Pacific News Agencies
(OANA) and 2008 the European Alliance of News Agencies (EANA). During November 2016
Baku hosted the Fifth News Agencies World Congress, the Sixteenth General Assembly of the
OANA together. AZERTAC assumed the presidency of the News Agencies World Congress and
presidency of OANA for the next three years (2016-2019) at these events.
Meanwhile, he argued that AZERTAC will celebrate its 100th anniversary next year, which
has played a progressive role in the creation of some mega-media projects as a founding
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partner. AZERTAC, as the founding member of the Belt and Road Economic Partnership
(BREIP), has been actively participating in the construction and given valuable advice and
suggestions for the basic structure of the BREIP. Its website “BRInfo” aims to better meet the
increasing information demand from Belt and Road member economies and to encourage the
free sharing of economic information both among the member countries across the BRI.

Mr. Shahin Jafarov elaborated that according to the Jiannan Chun's “Belt and Road” Index:
Azerbaijan’s Interaction with China Deepened. In December 2018 the highest ‘Belt and Road’
vertical index goes to Azerbaijan. According to data analysis, the rapid increase in the number
of positive news, the proportion of positive news, and the score of political relations between
Azerbaijan and China in December 2018, compared with the same period of last year, were
the main factors contributing to its climbing to the top of the vertical index.
Moreover, he praised the BRI initiative that BRI has created great opportunities for all the
countries alongside the ancient Silk Road. Azerbaijan was one of the first supporters of this
initiative as our government headed by President Aliyev saw the great potential in this
tremendous project. In 2015, during Azerbaijan President's visit to China, a memorandum of
understanding was signed on the mutual development of the Silk Road Economic Belt. Also
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in 2015, Azerbaijan became a founding member of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank.
In April this of the year during "The Second Belt & Road Forum for International Cooperation"
held in Beijing, the President of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev in his speech reiterated his full
support for the BRI.
He further said that Azerbaijan has already taken practical steps to contribute to the core
ideas of this initiative and have equipped ourselves for what it has to offer. The railway
connecting Baku (capital of Azerbaijan) to Tbilisi (the capital of Georgia) and further
extending to Kars (a city in Turkey) was completed in 2017. This regional railway project is
presently vying to become a viable alternative route connecting China with Europe via
Kazakhstan, Caspian Sea, Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Turkey.
Even with the transit route spanning through a vast number of different countries, due to
agreements reached regarding the ease of border crossing and customs clearance, TransCaspian East and West trade and transit corridor has the ability to transport goods in a short
time. Due to its geographical location, Azerbaijan also connects north to south through its
territory. So, Azerbaijan has become an important transit hub, one that connects continents.
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However, the main objective is to become not only transit but also manufacturing, logistical
and a trading hub in the near future. Good infrastructure is one of the major achievements
of the Azerbaijani government. It enhances trade and investment opportunities.
Mr. Shahin Jafarov concluded his thoughts while illustrating that Azerbaijan has the most
developed transport infrastructure in the region. There are six international airports, the new
Baku seaport is to be completed in three phases. The port was set up to be the center of
Azerbaijan’s new logistics economy and the predominant driver of its broader economic
diversification initiative. It was to become a Seaport, a road and rail transport terminal, and
a free trade zone (FTZ) all rolled into one and administered under the umbrella of its own
special legal regime.
Furthermore, the new port and FTZ is currently a main station along the Transport Corridor
Europe-Caucasus-Asia (TRACECA), which connects Europe with Central Asia and China, and
is also a key stop on north-south transport routes which link Russia with the Middle East and
the Indian Ocean. The Baku Port is attempting to establish itself as a "hub of hubs" where
Russia, Iran, Europe, Central Asia, the Caucasus, and China can be linked together.
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Speaker: 4
Mr. Asad Inam, CEO, X20 (PVT) Ltd.

Topic: The Role of the Advertising Industry in the Cultural Integration of the
BRI Member Countries
Mr. Asad Inam, the CEO, X20 (PVT) Ltd. started his remarks by stating that as everyone knows
that the Belt and Road Initiative is an undertaking of massive infrastructural development
across three major continents of Asia, Africa, and Europe. All countries involved in this
initiative are physically, geo-strategically, socio-economically and culturally connected.

While explaining the opportunities of BRI, he stated that:
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The Belt and Road Initiative is the biggest undertaking of human history of
infrastructural development across three continents to bind Asia, Africa, and Europe
together:

 Physically
 Geo-strategically
 Commercially
 Socioeconomically
 Culturally


An undertaking which has the potential to redefine the destiny of the region, the world
at large, and humanity in general.

The BRI has the important potential to redefine the destiny of the region at large and humanity
in general.
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Mr. Asad Inam was of the view that globalization is the one way to observe the impact of BRI
that what has happened in the past and what is going to happen in the future. The
globalization has escalated during the past decade. Being the age of discovery from 15th to
the 18th century every phase has been different being led by various states. The idea of China
has transformed the nation of the world.

Historically, the international integration had gained grounds but Asia had not been as fast
as Europe or other regions of the globe. Japan during the Second World War and during
1950 to 1980s played a leading role in regional integration and showed the technological
advance ways to the other world. Later on, in 2000 and beyond China has become the engine
of the economy and contribute to further integration for future growth.
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Mr. Asad Inam mentioned that Japan during the Second World War and also during the
1950s to 1980, did play a leading role in regional integration, which became to be known as
the Flying Geese phenomenon, with Japan showing other nations the way with its industry
and technology exports.
He revealed that the contemporary era is marked as the Asian era due to its largest population,
the most promising and fastest-growing region in the world. Advertising and commerce are
integrated with each other. Besides this commercial and economic role, advertising also
contributes to the direct impact on worldwide cultural amalgamation.
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Chinese led Economic Integration

Later on, in the 2000s and beyond, China has been the engine of growth which has driven
further integration amongst the nation. The BRI and locally the CPEC are however initiatives
beyond compare in recent history.


Today, Asia alone has a population size of 4.5 billion people in 49 different nations.
This is more than 60% of the world.



Asia is the fastest growing economic region, and along with it a fast integrating part
of the world.



Imagine, the opportunities that economic and cultural integration presents to us,
today.
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Today is the era of Asia. Our region without a doubt, is the largest, the most populated, the
most promising, and the fastest growing region in the world.
Media assimilates economies and cultures research proved that cultural integration is not a
spontaneous activity happening as a result of innovation but advertisers spend billions of
dollars to make it happen. The interdependence instigates the countries to trade and works
together for mutual growth.
Advertising has always advocated the change and people tend to identify and relate the
advertising they see and also promote multi-culturalism. Along with that media helps to
understand the diverse values and enhance people to people contact and regional harmony
will be a natural outcome in this regard. Advertising is the source to change the region, media
in unimaginable ways.
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Role of Advertising


Advertising’s role in economic activity is well-established, often celebrated and much
maligned at the same time.



However, advertising’s role as a force in cultural integration is as phenomenal, and
much less talked about.

Advertising is the Prime Driver of Global Integration


Some people argue that cultural integration is the spontaneous outcome of
technological innovation, or air travel.



Research studies however prove that such widespread cultural integration is anything
but spontaneous.



Regional cultural integration within the BRI nations will therefore be a direct result
of investments of resources, time, energy and money by regional corporations in: AD-V-E-R-T-I-S-I-N-G.
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Advertising Will Integrate Economies thereby making the People Inter-dependent


Advertising helps in integrating the economies of nations which leads to inter
dependence and interaction between the peoples.



This economic interaction further leads to socioeconomic and cultural integration.

Advertising Will Change the Way We Live Across the BRI Region


With time, people in different regions start to identify with the advertising they see
and the products they use, which ultimately dictate the life they live. For example, the
spread of brands like Shan Masala to the BRI nations will mean that even our food
will look and taste similar, everywhere.

Advertising Will Promote Multiculturalism


Advertising is what will help local companies turn into multinational giants.



These companies will in turn shape the cultures they interact with, through the power
of advertising.

Advertising Will Foment Regional Harmony


With the rise of integrated fashions, lifestyles and cuisines, advertising will make
people of different countries in the region look, act, and live in similar ways.



This in turn will help them in day-to-day interactions and in working towards the
common goals of humanity; progress, prosperity and peace.

Advertising Will Redefine the Regional Media


Finally, let’s also not forget, that in addition to its direct appeals for integration of
cultures, advertising also drives the media financially and thereby dictates all media
content.
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Globally, the media carries the same content and themes which appeal to advertisers
and consumers alike.



Therefore, advertising will change the media in BRI countries that to catalyze faster
cultural integration.

How Do We Make the Most of the Powerful Role of Advertising?


Agencies, companies, and media outlets across the BRI region must:

 Look beyond national borders
 Make affiliations and partnerships with regional governments and the private sector
in neighboring countries
 Design/launch products and campaigns internationally within the BRI region
 Think ahead for the unified markets
Therefore, advertising will change the media in BRI countries that to catalyze faster cultural
integration.
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In a nutshell, Mr. Asad Inam advocated that the Media Co-operation Forum on the Belt and
Road serves as a platform for holding dialogues and exploring new ways for co-operation
among international media outlets, while also acting as a bridge between diverse cultures. In
this context, the Belt and Road News Network (BRNN) is an upgraded version of the Media
Co-operation Forum on the Belt and Road.
Additionally, Media and advertising agencies need to be prepared and must start looking at
the opportunities within and beyond international borders and construct a partnership with
government as well as private industries, design the products and publicize them with
campaigns attracting internal consumers particularly.

Speaker: 5
Mr. Uladzislau Sychevich, Journalist, Publishing House “Belarus Today” Minsk.

Topic: Highlighting the Strategic Importance of Belarus through the Fusion of
Media Industry
Mr. Uladzislau Sychevich, Journalist, Publishing House “Belarus Today” Minsk, started his
speech by elaborating that Belarus, being the part of B&R initiative not only supported the
innovative concept of this project but also began its practical implementation in the country.
The advantages of such cooperation will really enhance the economic growth of the entire
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region. Several organizations have registered in the BRNN. The BRI is coming to the high
technology cluster and center for attracting various investments in numerous fields.
He was of the view that the strategic and favorable geographical location of Belarus and
members of the European Union which gives it an advantageous role in the implementation
of China’s plan. BRI has its economical outcomes that’s why this initiative is considered as a
mega one globally due to its cultural and humanitarian ties.
Therefore, the media industry of particular countries should also consolidate their efforts.
Humanitarian cooperation is an important tool for strengthening mutual understanding
between states as well as give an opportunity to interact with each other and considered as a
support to the Belt and Road initiative.
Furthermore, Mr. Uladzislau Sychevich mentioned that in October 2016, the first “Silk Road
Media Cooperation Forum” was established and in this meeting, the formation of Silk Road
media union was decided in order to promote dialogue, exchanges of information and share
advance technologies among media of the countries working in it. It is necessary to more
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actively create an information space for presenting the framework of these projects. The
opportunities should be maximized including news publications and language translations.
Belarus is moving forward in this direction as “Belarus today” publishing house sent the
partnership agreement to the “Xinhua news agency” of the Chinese government and materials
will be published mutually by both the agencies.
While identifying the media industry performing in Belarus, Mr. Uladzislau Sychevich
argued that Belarus has 1616 printed media houses, 270 electronic media, and 9 information
agencies under its media industry. Printed media in Belarus mainly publish in the Russian
language also it has editions in English, Polish, Chinese, and German languages. In recent
years, in the segments of print media if the Republic of Belarus fundamental structural
changes have taken place. The media market of Belarus is well developed and impressive for
its quality content regarding the Belt and Road initiative.
He concluded his speech with the statement that we have seen many speculations about the
BRI but the implementation of this mega project is the best counter-argument that’s why
through media cooperation the interaction among various countries have been formed which
is the most important requirement for sharing the progress of this spectacular initiative.
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Speaker: 6
Ambassador Akbar Gasemi-Senior Expert, Center for Political and
International Studies, Iran

Topic: Iran’s Strategic Partnership with Beijing in Stressing upon the impact of
the Belt and Road Initiative through Media Forum
Ambassador Akbar Gasemi-Senior Expert, Center for Political and International Studies, Iran
stated that as we are experiencing international and regional development in critical
condition. The Islamic Republic of Iran and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan always remained
a balance maker as the prominent actors in the regional sphere in the field of the regional
security environment. Fortunately, their leaders have an understanding of mutual respect,
common interests, and have a constructive role in multilateralism in a more inclusive
manner.
Ambassador Akbar Gasemi shed light on the efforts regarding BRI and mentioned that the
Islamic Republic of Iran has taken a constructive approach in the implementation of China’s
Belt and Road initiative and consider that the success of this project is based on the
interconnection of maritime and land corridor between the Chabahar and Gawadar port
having many advantages such as connectivity, Social, geographical and infrastructural
advancement and facilitate Asia and Europe through their actual capabilities.
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He was of the view that the BRI project has a vibrant design and investment perspective in its
planning and engineering but one of the main conditions for its success is the media
enlightenment, information and so on. The inter-regional media integration is indispensable
for this purpose. The information of decision making of the beneficiary countries in the form
of more transparent manner is required for spreading the BRI achievements and to remove
any ambiguity.

While deliberating media aspect, Ambassador Akbar Gasemi said that the media construct
the public opinion on three levels, virtual and digital media including smart social
networking, traditional counting radio and television, and newspaper and the mainstream
media containing a cinema, and cultural education programs. The framework of
coordinating a working group can calculate the negative propaganda and it can eradicate
the false projection of the Belt and Road initiative.
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In this context, the success of inter-regional media fusion with the members of BRI depends
directly on three factors such as financial, multidimensional design, and continued staff
coordination. The Iranian media have its coverage in Persian, English, and Spanish also which
have covered more than 30 international journalists from the wide range of world media
industry and approximately 36 correspondents from the Islamic countries as well. All this
shows Iran’s great concern towards the progress of the media industry to promote the Belt
and Road initiative.
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Speaker: 7
Mr. Mudassar Tipu, Director-General China, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Islamabad

Topic: Regional Cooperation through the Platform of Media
Mr. Mudassar Tipu, Director-General China, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Islamabad started
his speech by mentioning that the impact of BRI is evident as the central Asian countries Sir
Lanka, Belarus, Pakistan and all other country’s participation in the manifestation of the
success of this specific initiative. The most focusing thing is that in a world of fake news this
proves extremely difficult to separate fact from fiction. So if you have to look at the standing
of CPEC one should travel across Pakistan that what kind of change CPEC has brought in
Pakistan.
He was of the view that the growth and development in Gawadar are truly phenomenal and
the ratio of the advancement of the CPEC project is faster than the other project under the
BRI. CPEC is a project of approximately 30 to 65 billion dollars. There are many official
websites of Pakistan as well as the Chinese government which regularly update the progress
and efforts under CPEC. These government to government projects has thoroughly analyzed
and endured through long discussion and that is the sign of transparency of these power
projects.
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Mr. Mudassar Tipu argued that the real potential of BRI exists in people to people ties. The
Chinese as well as Pakistani media is giving its share to the cultural integration and projecting
that how BRI is going to change the landscape of this region. The media is now highlighting
the cultural connectivity and historical linkages among central Asia, Pakistan and other
domains of the region. In the context of tourism, Pakistan is going to be the number one
tourist destination for 2020 which is a remarkable achievement.
In terms of industrial learning and the culture of competitiveness, Mr. Mudassar Tipu
mentioned that Pakistan is progressing and many energy projects have completed which
decrease the energy shortage of Pakistan under the CPEC initiative. The Belt and Road center
was inaugurated at the University of the Punjab, Lahore. Approximately 20000 Pakistani
students are studying in China and in the next coming years, this number is going to expand.

There are many international flights between China and Pakistan which is the outcome of the
CPEC transformational project. Under Prime Minister Imran Khan, a CPEC authority has also
been established as residing CPEC the top Priority initiative of the government of Pakistan.
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Focusing on the media industry of Pakistan, Mr. Mudassar Tipu explained that our media is
very vibrant but in terms of educating the public we have to assume the responsibility and
we have to ensure that whatever we write it should be scrutinized through such an informed
debate to bring the truth in front of public rather than filled by disinformation. Under the
second phase of CPEC, the nation, as well as the whole world, will observe a qualitative shift
in the profile of Pakistan which is evident from today.
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Second Session

Speaker: 8
Dr. Moeed Yusuf, Chairperson Strategic Policy Planning Cell (SPPC), Prime
Minister Secretariat, Islamabad

Topic: The Role of Media in Strengthening the belt and Road initiative-Broader
Perspective to the Global World
Dr. Moeed Yusuf, Chairperson Strategic Policy Planning Cell (SPPC), Prime Minister
Secretariat started his speech by mentioning three strategic points and said that BRI has
essentially the connectivity aspect in its essence. The vision of Pakistan is to be the trade and
transit hub for the broader region. The Prime Minister of Pakistan has placed his vision of
economic diplomacy aimed at the integration with the global market and aspect of
connectivity can play a significant role in this regard.
He added that unfortunately, Pakistan resides in South Asia which is the least integrated
region of the world. The single most prominent avenue available to regional countries of
Pakistan, China and Central Asian and other countries is through the Belt and Road initiative.
The people to people contact is also essential in the case of connectivity.
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Dr. Moeed Yusuf was of the view that the states involved in BRI, actually have no interaction
mechanism to create population linkages and it is where the role of media comes for not only
building a state to state relations but to merge cultural identities as well. In the past, we did
not have such fusion but can make it possible in the future.

In addition, he raised his voice that we must educate our nation about the common and
shared cultures as well as the diversity among the various regions through the media
platform. The other aspect is operational that the countries should go for joint ventures, sign
the memorandum of understanding, and make partnerships to synergize and coordinate the
capabilities of other countries.
In conclusion, Dr. Moeed Yusuf argued that the acceptance and celebration of diversity are
required where intolerance is increasing in many segments of the world. Information sharing
on the projects that are being implemented under this region is also needed through the
media web. The coordinating mechanism should be constructed to facilitate this partnership
among states.
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Speaker: 9
Dr. Hunag Chu-xin, Deputy Director General & General Secretary, New Media
Research Center, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), Beijing

Topic: The Cross-Regional Media Fusion: Strengthening the Belt and Road
Initiative
Dr. Hunag Chu-xin, Deputy Director General & General Secretary, New Media Research
Center, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), Beijing said that as the Chinese President
Xi Jin Ping said that the BRI is the idea to build a community with shared future of all
mankind. The situation of media fusion for strengthening BRI Build a community of shared
future for all mankind. The Belt and Road Media Cooperation Union were established in
2016. The Union has produced a lot of high-quality programs Program U-SILK broadcast in
2017 covers more than 40 countries and regions as well as watched by more than 500
million audiences. The Belt and Road News Network (BRNN) a forum has included 182 media
corporation countries, public news and content pool comprised of the content of news,
pictures, and videos and accessed by 86 countries and regions.
Situation of media fusion for strengthening BRI
1. The Belt and Road Media Cooperation Union (2016)
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He mentioned that we should make better use of different cooperation platforms in the aspect
of news convergence and distribution and in a more targeted manner and video program
production is also required. The media cooperation needs the future use of multi-language
in storytelling and adds more interpretative discourse. The broadcast to interaction is far
away from common people.
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The Big Data Report on the Belt and Road (2018)

Dr. Hunag Chu-xin argued that the media controls the minds of the masses. It molds the
perception of people and builds their opinions. Media have the ability to re-shape the beliefs
and insight of common people and make perceptions into reality as well as turn reality into
perception. Media, being the essential pillar of any state has its significant and unique role in
constructing the joint narrative regarding the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) among its
partners.
Media efforts have voiced mainstream ideas, promoted positive energy in society, and
stimulated strong determination to bring the BRI initiative of the great transformation into
reality. News media is an imperative carrier for inheriting civilizations and bridges the gap
and developed understanding and friendship among people around the world. To intensify
dialogue and exchanges among media outlets of various countries and facilitate mutual
learning between media organizations are essential approaches to the realization of joint
development and better news services of the global media industry.
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Furthermore, Dr. Hunag Chu-xin elaborated that while considering the BRNN which has also
launched an official website and a mobile news information aggregation and distribution
platform to provide services such as content uploading and sharing for BRNN members. For
these reasons, it has received widespread attention from the international community.
Belt and Road is an inclusive initiative to sustain connectivity, multilateral cooperation,
cultural incorporation, financial collaboration. Its significance is evident not only for China
but all the other states which are partners in this project.
How to deeply integrate media of different regions
i.

Make better use of different cooperation platform in the aspect of …
a. news convergence and distribution: more targeted
b. video programs production: content as king
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BRNN’s APP interface


People’s Daily



Algorithm recommendation in
the future

ii.

Technology

helps

realize

Omnimedia
iii.

Use multi-language in storytelling
a. add more interpretative discourse
b. “broadcast” to “interaction”

Difficulties and pain points in the future
People are easily influenced by Western media
Pakistan mainstream news media referenced source:
Western media: 15%
Chinese media: 4%
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Figure 1 Chinese enterprise global image survey report 2019

Build a new order of international communication
Media convergence
Cooperation among media groups
Not a recital, but a chorus
Realize win-win
Share the outcome of development
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While concluding his speech he identified that the relationship of BRI with each person is
obligatory because people are easily influenced by Western media. Analyzing the media
information source, Pakistan’s mainstream news media is influenced by around 15% by
Western media and only 4% influenced by Chinese media. We should build a new order of
international communication with Media convergence, cooperation among media groups so
that the shared outcome of development will be highlighted in the future.
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Speaker: 10
Mr. Noorul Ameen Izzadeen, Deputy Editor, the Sunday Times, Colombo, Sri
Lanka

Topic: The Inter Linkages between Media Industry to Strengthen China-Sri
Lanka Alliance
Mr. Noorul Ameen Izzadeen, Deputy Editor, the Sunday Times, Colombo started his speech
by advocating that Sri Lanka has a long history of traditional independent media. The first
print media industry came in the 18th century in Sri-Lanka. When British colonized SriLanka, in the middle of the 19th century they use the press to capturing the public. Soon the
press media has converted itself to raise its voice against the colonial occupation.
The media has played a decisive role in the independence struggle of Sri-Lanka and finally,
it got independence in 1948. But after it, the segment of media was politically covered and
specifies the media such as the objective media, the state-owned media, and the privatelyowned media. The fake news is very prevalent not only in the other parts of the world but in
Sri-Lanka as well.
Mr. Noorul Ameen Izzadeen mentioned that due to the colonial past the Sri Lankan media
have the anti-imperialist aspect in its nature. Sri-Lanka- China has deep-rooted relations. In
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1952 China and Sri-Lanka signed a landmarked agreement which proved as the solid win
double win deal for Sri-Lanka.
He further identified that the thirty years of war in Sri-Lanka, China had remained supported
to Sri-Lanka. The key projects of BRI include the Colombo port city project and the
Hambantota harbor project which is strategically an important port that controls the entries
southern strip of Sri-Lanka.

Mr. Noorul Ameen Izzadeen highlighted that China is Sri Lanka's biggest trading partner and
donor as the BRI is compatible with Sri-Lanka’s economic vision making its key ports active
for the regional trading hub. The United Nations acknowledged that trade plays a major role
in elevating global poverty. Thus, BRI is promoting trade and interconnectedness.
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Mr. Noorul Ameen Izzadeen suggested that we need media cooperation among the BRI
countries to promote world peace. Cultural exchanges are also significant among the partner
states. The Belt and Road News Network (BRNN) has less understanding among the SriLankan public. The BRI should be more aware of the creator to eradicate any suspicion and
propaganda related to this transformational initiative.
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Speaker: 11
MR. Adilet Adenisov, Expert-President Press Service, Bishkek

Topic: Belt and Road Initiative and Opportunities through Media Exchange
MR. Adilet Adenisov, Expert from President Press Service, Bishkek stated that the initiative of
the President of the People’s Republic of China, His Excellency Mr. Xii Jin Ping to create a silk
road for economic progress first was support by the Kyrgyz Republic. In the second
conference of belt and road initiative, the President of the Kyrgyz Republic participated and
officially confirmed his association with this project.
MR. Adilet Adenisov explained that the idea of the Belt and Road initiative is innovative and
timely as significant success has already been achieved in this context. The goal of BRI is to
facilitate the implementation of the promising international economic projects in Eurasia.
This mega project is aimed at improving the existing and new economic corridors and
connecting more than sixty countries of Asia, Europe, and Africa which will contribute to the
development of trade relations among these countries.
The project will unite the countries and will contribute to 65% of the global GDP ratio. The
second forum of international cooperation forum showed the greater expansion of 14
participants as compared to the first one in 2017, ready for cooperation in the Belt and Road
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initiative. During the second forum, the President of the Kyrgyz Republic fully supported the
proposal to create a green silk road which stands for green environmental products.
He further argued that the President of Kyrgyz Republic, His Excellency Mr. Sooronbay
Jeenbekov emphasized that the implementation of the mutual beneficial project is important
in the framework of Belt and Road Initiative and this will further contribute to the
cooperation between the countries. The prospects of this initiative is a response to the global
challenges as the cooperation forum is a unique platform for using the joint efforts for
sustainable developments of the region.

MR. Adilet Adenisov expressed his views that this initiative seeks to advance global economic
challenges due to its direction of connection between East and West. This initiative is gaining
more and more support from the international world. The leaders of the participating
countries and the international organizations in the Second forum of BRI has strengthened
the mutual cooperation mechanism.
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He concluded his speech by mentioning that the Kyrgyz Republic is contributing to promoting
the mutual interests of the countries and ready to become a bridge between the economic
zones of Asia and Europe. In this regard, the role of media is really significant which depends
on the objectivity of coverage of the Belt and Road Initiative. In modern society, sustainability
depends on the presence of media and such media-related conferences give an opportunity
to connecting media industries of various states related to the BRI countries.
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Speaker: 12
Mr. Qanoatullo Saifulloev, Khovar News Agency, Dushanbe, Tajikistan

Topic: Establishing the Image of Tajikistan as the Hidden Gem for Belt and
Road Initiative through Media Cooperation
Mr. Qanoatullo Saifulloev, Khovar News Agency, Dushanbe, Tajikistan started his speech by
expressing his views on Pakistan and Tajikistan’s relations and stated that Tajikistan and
Pakistan have developed historical, cultural and friendly ties from years. Tajikistan is located
exactly in the range of the Silk Road and it plays a significant part in connecting the countries
of the region. As the initiator of this project President of China, His Excellency, Xi Jin Ping has
stated that the aim of BRI is to focus on functional interconnectedness and deeper pragmatic
approach in order to solve various tasks for humanity and to achieve mutual benefits and
common developmental goals.
He mentioned that one of the most important strategic goals of Tajikistan is to solve
communication infrastructural issues, as our country has been able to deal with the
communication isolation. This has increased the countries transit potential which today
serves as the transit route between the north, south, east and west. The utilization of
Tajikistan’s potential will increase the transmit power of our region. While the basis of the
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transit ties, the fact is that thousands of cargo are continually being transported to China,
Afghanistan, North to South Asia, and from Pakistan to Central Asia is the implementation of
Tajikistan’s potential transit capabilities.
Mr. Qanoatullo Saifulloev said that at the second BRI international forum which took place
in China earlier this year in April, the President of Tajikistan, His Excellency, Emomali
Rahmon emphasized that BRI is timely which reflects the combine economic interests of many
countries. The territory of Tajikistan has occupied a strategic place in international trade and
the centuries-old relations between the countries of Eurasia.

He further elaborated that Tajikistan is implementing the national development strategy until
2030 which will cover long time planned goals for countries’ development. The key objective
of this document is a reinforcement of a fundamentally new model of economic progress
through industrialization.
In this context, Tajikistan’s state news agency Khovar has developed an investment project
called the workforce towards China’s Belt and Road initiative. The project is dedicated to
promoting the global belt and road initiative, using the latest information technology. This
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year we have submitted this proposal for confirmation and support by diplomatic channels
of the foreign ministry to the Tajik embassy in China and the Chinese embassy in Tajikistan.
Taking this opportunity all the BRI countries should contribute to this project as much as
possible.
While stating about the Khovar news agency, Mr. Qanoatullo Saifulloev highlighted that
being the only state-supported news agency Khovar prepares the world wide news, analytical
articles and interviews about the government, region and related to the world. The materials
have broadcasted on TV, radio and FM, magazines and other newspapers. Our agency is also
a special correspondent abroad in Moscow, Beijing, and Ankara. According to an independent
local organization, the website has 4 million viewers around the world. The radio programs
are available in more than 40 countries.
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Speaker: 13
Mr. Saeed Javed, Director General External Publicity Wing, Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting, Islamabad

Topic: Belt and Road Initiative towards Global Vision through Media Fusion
Mr. Saeed Javed, Director General External Publicity Wing, Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting, Islamabad, stated that while strengthening the coordination for infrastructural
development and transportation system around approximately, $18.9 billion have been
invested in the 22 projects, 15 energy projects with a total generation capacity of 11,110MW
were planned as a priority. Seven have been completed while six are "under construction"
with a total capacity of 6,910MW.
Projects regarding infrastructure have completed such as the Karakoram Highway Phase-II
(Havelian-Thakot section), Karachi-Lahore Motorway (Sukkur-Multan section) Project.
CPEC is a major and pilot project of the Belt and Road Initiative and one major platform for
comprehensive and substantive cooperation between China and Pakistan.
The project is believed to be the crown jewel of China's One Belt One Road initiative, a massive
global infrastructure Programme to revive the ancient Silk Road and connect Chinese
companies to new markets around the world.
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Chinese President Xi Jinping announced at the first Belt and Road Forum for International
Cooperation that China will put in place follow-up mechanisms and develop new people-topeople exchange platforms such as a Belt and Road news alliance.
Over the past five years, the Media Co-operation Forum on the Belt and Road has generated
remarkable results, witnessing joint declarations of media co-operation and memorandums
of understanding on bilateral co-operation. Since the inception of BRI, the media has played
a positive and constructive role in shaping partnerships among the BRI partner states.

Media is the most powerful entity of any state that needs to strengthen and connective in
order to counter the negative propaganda by hostiles and focusing the positivity as BRI is
opening an era of prosperity and economic development. The BRI countries needed to
advocate peace and cooperation, openness and inclusiveness, mutual learning and mutual
benefit, and strive to build the initiative into a road leading to peace, prosperity, openness,
green development, innovation, and civilization.
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The media’s active and constructive role in weaving a network of BRI partners is moving
forward and such a conference offers a convenient platform for communication and
cooperation among the media from various BRI states. The media fusion will provide a
platform for equal dialogues and mutual inspiration among the BRI countries and their
people. Mainstream media outlets along the Belt and Road will further expand collaboration,
innovate cooperation modes, and jointly build a platform of news sharing, exchanges, and
communication.
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Question & Answer Session

Q: 1 while India and some western segments are propagating against the CPEC
initiative so how Pakistan and China are countering this narrative?
Ans: This is true that India is working on a larger scale to disrupt the CPEC project and the
economic and infrastructural development of Pakistan and wants to destabilize the PakistanChina cooperation and some western countries are following the same pattern. The Indian
media is also very aggressive in this context. It is the need of the time that we should spread
the world the structure, strategic, importance, design and economic imperatives of CPEC
through our media industry. The government should structure a policy to mitigate these
challenges through media platforms as well as through diplomatic channels.
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Q: 2 what is the stance of Pakistan over the competition or cooperation between
the Gwadar and Chabahar port?
Gwadar and Chabahar ports have gained tremendous significance as both leverages their
geo-strategic location to the two rising powers in Asia, China and India. Gwadar port is being
managed by China under the China –Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), whereas the
development of Chabahar port is under the tripartite Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA)
with Iran and Afghanistan. Both are located at the international energy trading route and
provide connectivity to Central Asia, the Middle East, Africa, and Europe. However, Iran and
Pakistan deny any kind of such competition; rather both States aspire to build on cooperation
and linkages between these two ports.
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Q: 3

To strengthen our media industry with the BRI and to promote its

significance and achievements what steps should be taken by the government
as well as by the media industry in this context?
Ans: As the Prime Minister of Pakistan has place CPEC as the top priority project many official
websites of Pakistan, as well as the Chinese government, have formed to aware of the people
and the world about the progress and achievements of the CPEC initiative. Further, the media
should consolidate with the government officials and should telecast each and every update
regarding the project to aware the masses about the social, political, economic and cultural
outcomes of CPEC.
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Q: 4 What role can the Pakistani Media play in further educating the masses
regarding belt and road initiative and its future for the country?
Ans: There is no doubt in the fact that Belt and Road Initiative is an extremely important
project for the entire region. It is important to inform and educate the people of Pakistan
about its prospects and future initiatives. Media plays an important role in educating and
engaging the masses of any country and Pakistani media, whether it's print or electronic must
always aim to promote these initiatives and highlight its importance for the country. There is
a dire need to build a positive narrative through media platforms which will also help in
answering any negative propaganda related to BRI and CPEC.
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Q: 5 What is the stance of other BRI partners about CPEC related projects
initiated in Pakistan?
Ans: All the partners in the Belt and Road initiative highly appreciate the initiatives in
Pakistan. The CPEC project will prove to be an asset not only for Pakistan but for the entire
region as it will improve and increase the connectivity among partners. The entire belt and
road initiative and its partners fully support CPEC related projects in Pakistan and will
continue to do so in the future as well.
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Distribution of Memento

Ms. Pang Chunxue, Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy of the People’s Republic of China,
Islamabad, receives Conference Memento from Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan - Special Assistant to
the Prime Minister on Information & Broadcasting

Mr. Ismailov Muzaffar, Chief Editor, UZreport, Tashkent, receives Conference Memento from
Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan - Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on Information &
Broadcasting
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Mr. Shahin Jafarov - Senior Correspondent, Azerbaijan State News Agency, Baku, receives
Conference Memento from Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan - Special Assistant to the Prime Minister
on Information & Broadcasting

Mr. Asad Inam, CEO, Communication Spot (PVT) Ltd, receives Conference Memento from
Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan - Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on Information &
Broadcasting
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Mr. Uladzislau Sychevich – Journalist, “Belarus Today” in Minsk, receives Conference
Memento from Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan - Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on
Information & Broadcasting

Ambassador Akbar Gasemi - Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Iran, receives Conference Memento
from Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan - Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on Information &
Broadcasting
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Mr. Mudassar Tipu, Director-General China, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Islamabad, receives
Conference Memento from Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan - Special Assistant to the Prime Minister
on Information & Broadcasting

Dr. Hunag Chu-xin - Deputy Director General & General Secretary, New Media Research
Center, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), Beijing, receives Conference Memento
from Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan - Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on Information &
Broadcasting
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Mr. Noorul Ameen Izzadeen - Deputy Editor of Sunday Times (Sri Lanka), Colombo, receives
Conference Memento from Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan - Special Assistant to the Prime Minister
on Information & Broadcasting

Mr. Adilet Adenisov - Expert from President Press Service, Bishkek, receives Conference
Memento from Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan - Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on
Information & Broadcasting
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Mr. Qanoatullo Saifulloev - “Khovar” Newsagency, Dushanbe, Tajikistan, receives Conference
Memento from Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan - Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on
Information & Broadcasting

Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan - Special Assistant to the Prime Minister on Information &
Broadcasting, receives Conference Memento from Major General Syed Khalid Amir Jaffery
HI (M), (Retd)-President, CGSS
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MOU SIGNING CEREMONY BETWEEN CGSS AND UzReport Information
Agency, Tashkent.AT THE EMBASSY OF REPUBLIC OF UZBEKISTAN,
ISLAMABAD

On 17th December 2019, an MoU was signed at the Embassy of Uzbekistan, Islamabad
between Center for Global & Strategic Studies and UzReport Information Agency,
Tashkent. The MoU was signed to promote the exchange of research material, relevant
scientific literature and other research documents between both organizations.
Major General Syed Khalid Amir Jaffery, HI(M) (Retd) – President CGSS and Mr.
Muzaffar A. Ismailov, Chief Editor, UzReport, Tashkent, Uzbekistan. Members of CGSS
team were also present at the MoU signing.
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DAY 3 – 18th DECEMBER 2019
The participants were taken to the field trip of the newly inaugurated Islamabad-Hazara
motorway which links to the famous Karakorum Highway. The delegation was taken to a
road trip at the newly constructed motorways in Abbottabad. Delegates witnessed the recently
inaugurated Hazara motorway and Abbottabad motorway constructed under the One Belt
and One Road Initiative. They appreciated the incentives taken by the Pakistan Government
to ensure the effective functioning of CPEC projects. They were briefed about CPEC phase 2
and all the projects which are under construction which will result in improved connectivity
between Central Asian countries. They also visited the Chinese Camp at Abbottabad
Motorway Exchange. A briefing was given by the engineers working on various projects of
the road, explaining the different projects which are completed and some of which are still
under process. Delegates were informed about the complete One Belt and One Road map with
routes connecting Pakistan to Central Asian countries. They were also briefed about the newly
constructed highways under the CPEC projects.
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CONCLUSION
The three day international conference organized by CGSS was of great significance with the
main objective to bring the media of all the BRI partners together to highlight the realities of
BRI and also to thwart off any misinformation. It will also help to formulate a collective
response to nullify the fallacies on the issue. This conference also highlighted the benefits
drawn by BRI as well as the opportunities it will offer to the partners in the region. It was the
need of the hour to organize such Conference to create awareness regarding the objective
reporting at various fronts of the BRI projects and bring the media of all the BRI countries at
one platform. This Conference will also provide a platform for the future collective ventures
of BRI partners.
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